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Abstract
Developing a software product involves
estimating various project parameters. This
is typically done in the planning stages of the
project when there is much uncertainty and
very little information. Coming up with
accurate estimates of effort, cost, schedule,
and reliability is a critical problem faced by
all software project managers. The use of
estimation models and commercially available
tools in conjunction with the best bottom-up
estimates of software-development experts
enhances the ability of a product develop-
ment group to derive reasonable estimates of
important project parameters.
This paper describes the experience of the
IBM* Software Solutions (SWS) Toronto
Laboratory in selecting software estimation
models and tools and deploying their use to
the laboratory's product development groups.
It introduces the SLIM* and COSTAR* pro-
ducts, the software estimation tools selected
for deployment to the product areas, and dis-
cusses the rationale for their selection. The
paper also describes the mechanisms used for
technology injection and tool deployment,
and concludes with a discussion of important
lessons learned in the technology and tool
insertion process.
1.0 Introduction
Developing a software product involves
estimating project parameters such as effort,
cost, duration, and reliability. Estimates are
crucial to developing the project schedule and
allocating the necessary staff and resources.
Estimating is typically done in the planning
stages of the project when there is much
uncertainty and very little information.
Nonetheless, estimation is very important to
software development since it forms the basis
for project planning and management. It is a
cross life-cycle discipline that applies to all
phases of the development life cycle. During
the course of running the project, constant
re-estimation is vital to assess the risks at
various stages of the project. In some situ-
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ations, the estimates have to be revised and
the project has to be rescheduled.
This paper captures the experience of the
IBM SWS Toronto Laboratory in deploying
software estimation technology and tools, and
summarizes the key lessons learned.
2.0 Estimation Technology
and Tools Deployment
The deployment of software estimation
technology and tools in the IBM SWS
Toronto Laboratory [10] consisted of three
major stages as illustrated in Figure 1.
Activities associated with each stage are
shown; each stage is described in the fol-
lowing subsections.
2.1 Understanding - The Early Stage
The Software Engineering Institute (SEI)
self-assessment conducted by the IBM SWS
Toronto Laboratory in 1991 revealed a crit-
ical need for software estimation techniques
and tools. Probably the best tools for esti-
mation are those that use models based on
historical data from one's own organization
or environment [ 1, 4]. In the absence of an
internally developed tool based on historical
data from the IBM SWS Toronto Laboratory
or from similar IBM laboratories that
develop multiple software products across
multiple hardware platforms, it is logical and
practical to use one or more commercially
available estimation tools. Some of these
tools have underlying models based on thou-
sands of software development projects from
industry. These tools typically use input on
the size of the product to be developed,
project constraints, characteristics of the
development team, complexity of the
product, and characteristics of the develop-
ment environment.
The Tool Evaluation and Introduction
Process described in Ho [7] was adopted in
conducting pilots and early experiments.
Once several promising tools and vendors
had been selected, the vendors were requested
to send detailed information or demon-
stration diskettes of the tools for evaluation.
Pilot experiments with some software-
development projects were also conducted by
obtaining trial licenses or borrowing tools
available at other IBM Canada Ltd. sites.
2.1.1 Criteria Used in Tool Selection
Several criteria were used to evaluate soft-
ware estimation tools. Required basic fea-
tures include the ability to:
• Give accurate estimates
• Perform automatic recalculation when-
ever some parameters are altered
• Break down the estimates into different
phases of the development life-cycle
• Support different software sizing
methods.
Some desirable and advanced features are the
ability to:
• Track project actual data
• Conduct re-estimation if needed
• Perform what-if analysis to experiment
with different parameters
• Be extensible to include user-specific
parameters
• Be adaptable to user-specific develop-
ment environments.
2.2 Installation - Making the
Selected Models and Tools Available
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Understanding Gather preliminary information
Obtain trial license
Conduct pilots
Perform technical assessment and evaluation
Installation Recommend methodology and tool
Demo tool: i-I, group, public forums
Educate users through technical exchange
Provide consulting to interested parties
Adoption Provide broad-based education
Make tool available through
Software Lending Library
Common LAN
Capture information and experience in
Experience Warehouse
Provide lab-wide consulting service
Figure 1. Stages of Software Estimation Technology and Tools Deployment
2.2.1 The Selected Models and Tools
The final decision in the choice of software
estimation techniques and tools depended on
the results of the pilot experiments. Both the
SLIM and COSTAR products satisfied the
basic requirements and possessed some desir-
able features for good software estimation
tools. Both tools produced good pilot
results.
The amount and complexity of input
required for these tools is not nearly as cum-
bersome as that required for some other com-
merciaUy available tools. In addition, the
underlying theory of the SLIM and
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COCOMO models is well-known and pub-
lished in the public domain. Two models
were adopted because neither one gave 100%
accurate estimates. The use of more than
one model may make up for some of the
shortcomings of each one.
2.2.1.1 The COCOMO Model and the
COSTAR Tool: The COnstructive COst
MOdel [5] is a mathematical model that esti-
mates the duration, staffing level, and cost of
software projects. The model makes use of
the effort equation as its fundamental calcu-
lation, using lines-of-code (LOC) as its fun-
damental input.
Effort = K t x KDSI lq
where
Effort is in staff-months.
Kl and Ks are constants whose values are
dependent upon the mode of develop-
ment.
KDSI is kilo-delivered source
instructions.
The effort equation is refined by multipliers
from product, computer, personnel, and
project parameters. The calculated effort also
forms the basis for estimating the project
duration and staffing.
The COSTAR tool, a DOS-based esti-
mation product by Softstar Systems [8, 15],
implements COCOMO. COSTAR 3.0 is
currently deployed in the laboratory. Esti-
mates are provided for the intermediate and
detailed models, and estimation can be per-
formed in a structured manner using subcom-
portents. The output consists of a
development summary and a variety of
reports.
2.2.1.2 The SLIM Model and Tool: The
Software Life-cycle Model (SLIM) is a
metrics-based estimation model developed by
Putnam I'11, 12], using validated data from
over 3000 projects from industry. The
projects are stratified into nine application
categories ranging from microcode to busi-
ness systems. The category into which most
of the IBM SWS Toronto Laboratory pro-
ducts fall is system software.
The following gives the key equation for
the SLIM model.
1
___)T &ESLOC = PP x ( x Y 3
where
ESLOC is executable source lines-of-
code.
PY is effort in person-years.
Y is duration in years.
b is a special skills factor that is a func-
tion of system size.
PP is a productivity parameter that trans-
lates into the productivity index (PI).
The formula is used to establish a cost-
and-time schedule for development of a
system of certain size. The productivity
parameter can be baselined through historical
project data and mapped through a trans-
lation table to the productivity index (PI).
PI is a macro measure of the total develop-
ment environment. It possesses different
averages and deviations for different applica-
tion categories.
The SLIM tool is a software product that
embodies the SLIM model. It was developed
by Quantitative Software Management, Inc.
(QSM). The tool can be customized to a
specific organization through calibration
using historical data. It automates the calcu-
lation of the optimum solution based on
project assumptions and constraints. It also
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has a rich set of what-if capabilities for the
assessment of time, effort, and cost risks. A
more detailed description of the tool and its
capabilities can be found in [6], [9], [13],
and [14].
2.2.2 Demonstrations and Technical
Exchange Sessions
During the course of injecting software
estimation techniques and tools, the SLIM
and COSTAR products were demonstrated
on different occasions:
• To individuals in one-on-one sessions
• To development teams in group sessions
• In public forums such as conferences and
tools expositions.
2.2.3 Limited Consulting
In addition to the demonstrations and
technical exchange sessions, in-depth con-
suiting was offered to a number of projects
whose personnel showed commitment to
learning and using the selected software esti-
mation techniques and tools. We sat down
with project managers, planners, and other
key project personnel, and walked them
through the software estimation process with
the aid of the selected tools. We also pro-
vided analysis and interpretation of the esti-
mates and tips on their use.
2.3 Adoption - Expanding the User
Base
2.3.1 Broad-Based Education
To increase the penetration of software
estimation techniques and tools within the
laboratory, we developed a two-day course.
Its objectives were to:
• Teach the underlying theories of the
SLIM and COCOMO models
• Provide in-depth training on the SIJM
and COSTAR tools
• Provide hands-on experimentation with
the tools.
2.3.2 Tool Availability
One of the most important tasks in
deploying promising tools is to make them
available throughout the laboratory. The
target users for the SLIM and COSTAR
tools are primarily planners, project man-
agers, and team leaders.
Since the majority of the laboratory com-
munity is LAN-connected, the Toronto Lab
Common LAN [7] is used to make the tools
generally available. The Common LAN is
basically a collection of OS/2" file servers,
AIX* file servers, and end-user OS/2 and
AIX workstations, connected by multiple
token rings. A license control mechanism
limits the number of users concurrently
accessing the tools to the maximum license
count. The mechanism also provides a
means to electronically invoke the tools in a
more automated manner, as opposed to tra-
ditional manual software distribution.
The Software Lending Library is a central
location used to distribute the tools to
non-LAN users. A user who signs out a
software package is given two weeks to exper-
iment with the software. When the software
is returned to the library, an online survey is
sent to the user to gather feedback on the
tool.
2.3.3 Information Availability
Availability of tools must be accompanied
by availability of tool information and ease of
access to the information. Tool information
is accessible from:
• The Laboratory Experience Warehouse
(EW) -- the Toronto Laboratory's
version of an Experience Base used to
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store some forms of packaged experience
as described in the Experience Factory
concept proposed by Basili and his col-
leagues [2, 3]. It is a central repository
for a wealth of information useful to the
software development community. Its
tool section consists of four matrices col-
lecting information on tools under evalu-
ation, under pilot (unsupported),
supported (by the Tools Support
Group), and rejected (not promoted).
The tools within each matrix are grouped
by development life-cycle, and the tool
documents can be accessed through
BookManager* hypertext links. The
information includes some general
description of the tool, formal evaluation
report, and user feedback.
• The Window on the World (WOW)
utility is an online utility to retrieve infor-
mation for quick reference. Information
for supported tools is kept on WOW.
This includes general description, opera-
tion, licensing constraints, installation,
environment constraints, invocation
mechanism, support, and license agree-
ment.
• The Software Lending Library was
described in the previous section. Avail-
able information includes tool
description, user feedback, mechanism for
requesting the tool center of competence
to contact the user and provide con-
suiting, and manuals of the tools acces-
sible through the Common LAN.
2.3.4 Lab-Wide Consulting
As more and more project groups demon-
strated a need, we made software estimation
consulting services available to the laborato-
ry's development community. Because of
resource constraints at the laboratory level,
most consulting was provided to the project
groups through project personnel who had
been trained on the use of the software esti-
mation techniques and tools. This allowed
the project groups to develop their own local
experts. It also allowed us to provide service
to more development project groups.
2.4 Level of Deployment
Five sessions of the Software Estimation
and Tools course have been offered to the
laboratory. Over 70 laboratory personnel
coveting all major sub-business areas of the
laboratory have been educated on the use of
the software estimation tools. Several
projects from each sub-business area have
experimented with or used the SLIM and
COSTAR tools. Client contacts have been
established within and outside the laboratory.
Five of the seven products submitted by the
laboratory to the Market-Driven Quality
(MDQ) Assessment in 1993 stated that they
used estimation models and tools as their ini-
tiatives to improve their overall estimation
process and the accuracy of their project esti-
mates.
3.0 Key Lessons Learned
The experience we have described is based
on over three years of solid work. The
process we have followed can be applied in
general to the deployment of other tech-
niques and tools. Following are the key
lessons learned from this experience.
3.1 Technology Injection Takes Time
Deploying state-of-the-art technology and
tools takes time. Table 1 shows the elapsed
time for each stage of deployment and the
effort required on the part of the technology
champions for each stage shown in Figure 1.
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Table 1. Time and Effort for Technology
Injection
Deployment Time Effort
Stage (months) (PMs)
Understanding 7 7
Installation 12 14
Adoption 18 21
(On- (0.2
going) PM/mo)
It took 37 calendar months and 42 person-
months (PMs) of effort on the part of the
champions to inject the technology and tools
to the point where only 0.2 person-months
per month is now required to maintain the
level of deployment.
Users have to overcome many barriers to
become knowledgeable in the field. In addi-
tion to learning the methodologies and tools,
they have to learn about accessing the tools
through the LAN or installing the tools (if
not LAN connected). In some situations,
users may have to configure, install, or
upgrade certain components of the operating
system and learn about it prior to using the
tools. These are overhead tasks the users
must face before any true benefit in adopting
the methodologies and tools can be realized.
3.2 Management Commitment Is
Essential
Long-term management commitment is
essential to the successful deployment of
technology and tools hitherto foreign to an
organization. Management support is critical
for both the consultants and the client organ-
izations in terms of time and resource allo-
cation to tackle the overhead tasks,
education, cost of software and hardware, etc.
3.3 Champions Must Be Pro-active
and Proficient
The technology champions must be in a
position to give advice, provide consultation,
and offer assistance. They must be able to
conduct thorough analyses of project esti-
mates, and point out both the strengths and
weaknesses of the methodologies and tools to
their clients.
3.4 Easy Access to Tools and
Information Facilitates Deployment
The Toronto Lab Common LAN facili-
tates license sharing and tool invocation.
There is a cost-saving benefit since acquisi-
tion of individual copies of software for each
end user is avoided. Furthermore, end users
are relieved from the burden of tools upgrade
and maintenance.
It is important to document tool informa-
tion, formal tool evaluation results, pilot
results and user feedback, and to keep these
documents up-to-date. The use of online
surveys captures valuable tools experience
that will benefit the other users within the
laboratory and will help in defining the
strategy for software estimation techniques
and tools in the future.
3.5 Increasing the Laboratory
Community's Awareness Promotes
Buy-In
Demonstrations and technical exchange
sessions are useful for introducing new tech-
nology and tools to the laboratory. These
occasions have given some people an
increased awareness in the area of software
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estimation and allowed others to gain in-
depth technical knowledge.
3.6 Broad-Based Customized
Education Is Effective
Broad-based customized education is
highly effective and rewarding. We strongly
encourage the same infrastructure in
deploying technology and tools in other
areas. It saves the organization money.
Course participants typically get more value
from a course taught by local experts using
real development data collected within the
laboratory on more than one model and tool,
compared to one taught by a tool vendor.
Vendor courses tend to teach limited theory
and are confined to their product offering.
3.7 Historical Data Collection Is
Crucial
The collection of historical data is critical
to process improvement. There is a crucial
need to continuously capture historical data
on in-process project parameters. The esti-
mated and actual values of the schedule,
resource allocation, defects, etc. should be
collected to improve the quality of subse-
quent estimation. Having this data is critical
for calibrating commercially available esti-
mation tools and tuning them to the develop-
ment environment.
3.8 Understanding How Data Will
Be Used Is Essential
Many software developers resist capturing
estimates and the actual values of project
parameters They are afraid of how the
numbers or measures will be used or misused
by management or other groups. It is impor-
tant to make them understand that the col-
lected data will help managers identify strong
points and bottlenecks, and help them set
realistic goals for future software development
projects.
4.0 Future Directions
Although the SLIM and COSTAR tools
have been successfully deployed, much work
still remains. In addition to the technology
injection techniques discussed in the earlier
sections (for example, demonstrations, lec-
tures), users group meetings should be con-
ducted periodically to update the users on the
latest developments or breakthroughs. The
group meetings will also provide opportu-
nities for the users to exchange ideas and
experience.
Another area that requires immediate
attention is the technical assessment, evalu-
ation, and recommendation of size estimation
techniques and tools. Size estimates are crit-
ical inputs to software estimation models and
tools. Other related activities that comple-
ment estimation are tracking and project
management. The feasibility of integrating
software estimation tools with project man-
agement tools should also be investigated.
As product development groups switch
from the traditional approaches to object-
oriented development, the models for soft-
ware estimation are expected to change
accordingly. It is unclear at this moment
how well the existing software estimation
models apply to object-oriented software
development.
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DESCRIPTION OF ORGANIZATION
• Sub-businesses:
-- Application Development Technology Center
-- Database Technology
• Number of projects/products: close to 50
• Number of people: approx 1300 (approx 1000 developers)
• Skill Mix: OS/2, AIX, OS/400, VM
• SEI assessment in 1991 revealed a critical need for software
estimation techniques and tools
• Joint effort by Software Engineering Process Group, and
Tools and Technology Group to assess, evaluate, recommend
and deploy
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SOFTWARE ESTIMATION
Estimate duration, effort, cost and reliability of software develop-
ment, based on product size
Why is software estimation important?
• Crucial to project schedule and staff/resource allocation
• Uncertainty of project parameters in planning stages
• Cross life-cycle discipline which applies to all phases of soft-
ware development
• Vital to assess parameters at various stages of the project
and re-estimate if necessary
IBM SWS Toronto Laboratory November 30, 1994
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SOFTWARE ESTIMATION
Why use estimation models?
• Form basis for disciplined planning
• Calibrate to experience
• Allow sensitivity and what-if analysis
• Provide insights in productivity and quality improvement
• Validate bottom-up estimates
Models are not perfect, so use more than one
IBM SWS Toronto Laboratory November 30, 1994
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STAGES OF DEPLOYMENT
Understanding - The Early Stage
Installation - Making the Selected Tools Available
Adoption - Expanding the User Base
IBM SWS Toronto Laboratory November 30, 1994
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UNDERSTANDING - THE EARLY STAGE
• Gather preliminary information
-- Literature search
-- Detailed information or demonstration diskette from
vendors
• Obtain trial license
• Conduct pilots
• Perform technical assessment and evaluation
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INSTALLATION - MAKING THE SELECTED TOOLS AVAILABLE
• Recommend the selected models and tools (SLIM and
COSTAR) based on results of pilot experiments
-- Level of input required
-- Comparison with project actual data
-- User satisfaction
• Demonstrations and technical exchange sessions
-- One-on-one
-- Group
-- Public forum
• Direct project involvement- provide consultation and advise
on:
-- Model and tool usage
-- Tool calibration
IBM SWS Toronto Laboratory November 30, 1994
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ADOPTION - EXPANDING THE USER BASE
• Broad-based education: two-day course
-- Teach underlying theories
-- Provide in-depth training on the selected tools
-- Provide hands-on experimentation with the tools
• Lab-wide consulting
• Tool and information availability
-- Experience Warehouse
-- Software Lending Library
-- Common LAN
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LEVEL OF DEPLOYMENT
• Offered 5 Software Estimation and Tools courses
• Trained over 70 laboratory personnel
• 5 of 7 products submitted for Market-Driven Quality Assess-
ment in 1993 have used estimation models/tools
• Established client contacts within and outside the laboratory
IBM $WS Toronto Laboratory November 30, 1994
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KEY LESSONS LEARNED
Deploying state-of-the-art technology and tools takes time
Table 1. Time and Effort for Technology Injedio.
Deployment Stage
Understanding
Installation
Adoption
Time
r
(months) i
r
7
12
18
(On-going)
Effort
(PMs)
7
14
21
(0.2
PM/mo)
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KEY LESSONS LEARNED
Management commitment is essential
• Need long-term management commitment of time and
resources
Champions must be pro-active and proficient
• Must be in a position to give advice, provide consultation,
and offer assistance
IBM SWSTorontoLaboratory November 30, 1994
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KEY LESSONS LEARNED
Easy access to tools and information facilitates deployment
• LAN facilitates license sharing, tool invocation, tool upgrade
and maintenance
• Online surveys capture valuable tools experience
• Access to tool information, formal tool evaluation results, pilot
results, and user feedback help others in defining strategy
Increasing the laboratory community's awareness promotes
buy-in
• Demonstrations and technical exchange sessions are useful
for introducing new technology and tools
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KEY LESSONS LEARNED
Broad-based customized education is highly effective
• Create local focal points in the product areas
• Deploy more than one theory and tool
• Tailor course to suit local development environment
• Reduce cost
Collection of historical data is crucial to process improvement
• Improve the quality of subsequent estimation
• Calibrate commercially available tools and tune them to the
development environment
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KEY LESSONS LEARNED
Understanding how collected data will be used is essential
• Reduce developers' resistance to capturing estimates and
actual values of project parameters
• Help managers identify strong points and bottlenecks
• Help set realistic goals for future projects
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FUTURE DIRECTIONS
• User group meetings
-- Update users on latest developments
-- Provide opportunities for exchange of ideas and experi-
ence
• Size estimation and project tracking - new areas to investi-
gate
• Software sizing, estimation, project tracking and management
tools should be integrated
• Tools that truly exploit I_AN
-- Client-server computing model
-- Using servers as repository for both data and software
-- Utilize remote LAN data services
Object-oriented software development - how well do these
models fit?
IBM SWS Toronto Laboratory November 30, 1994
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Session 5: Reliability and Safety
Using Formal Methods for Requirements Analysis of Critical
Spacecraft Software
Robyn Lutz, Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Experimental Control in Software Reliability Certification
Carmen Trammell, University of Tennessee
Generalized Implementation of Software Safety Policies
John Knight, University of Virginia
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